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Who is Coded D/N and What Documentation is Needed? 

D (JOBS status): Exempt, but does not volunteer 

N (exemption code): Caring for a disabled family member in the household. 

Medical documentation stating that the parent is needed in the home to care for the 

disabled family member is required prior to adding the D/N exemption code.  

The DHS 7785 can be used to document the need. 

Note: Medical documentation must be updated at minimum once a year. This includes 

documentation received that states the participant is needed in the home indefinitely. 

Note: D/N exemption status does not stop participant’s TANF time clock. 

Can D/N Exempt Participants Have a TRACS PDP and Receive 

Support Services? 

Once the D/N coding is added, the participant becomes JOBS exempt and therefore 

would not have a TRACS PDP. Family Coaches will continue to work with and support 

participants that meet the D/N exemption criteria. Family Coaches, alongside 

participants, work to identify goals and create paper plans to support those goals. 

Participants considered JOBS exempt are not eligible to receive support services under 

the current rule. If a participant would like to access support services, the Family Coach 

can have a conversation with the participant to assist them in better understanding if the 

exemption is beneficial. If the participant chooses to create a plan and access support 

services, the D/N exemption coding would not be added. Be sure to clearly narrate the 

conversation and decision. 



Case Study: 

Lorene meets with her Family Coach, Mauricio, to complete the Family Assessment.  

During the Family Assessment, Lorene shares with Mauricio that she is spending most 

of her time caring for her mother. Lorene shares that her mother was recently 

diagnosed with dementia and is living with Lorene until she can get approved to move 

into a memory care facility. Lorene identifies goals that she would like to work on once 

her mother is moved into a memory care facility including obtaining skills to re-join the 

workforce. At this time, Lorene identifies that she needs time to focus on her mother’s 

medical needs. Mauricio discusses the option of a temporary exemption status and 

explains that the exemption does not stop her TANF time clock and she would not be 

eligible to receive support services during this time. Mauricio also explains that they 

could work on creating a plan to support her current goal of getting her mother moved 

into a memory care facility and that she would be eligible for support services. Lorene 

decides that she does not need support services since her mother’s medical insurance 

covers medical transport. Lorene asks more about the JOBS exemption status. Mauricio 

explains to Lorene that he needs medical documentation from her mother’s doctor to 

verify the need of her being in the home and shares the DHS 7785 with her. Lorene 

thanks Mauricio for sharing all her options and says that she will take the form into her 

mother’s doctor’s appointment the following week. Mauricio and Lorene agree that she 

will turn the form back into Mauricio within two weeks. Mauricio explains that although 

she will be temporarily exempt he will continue to be a support and maintain regular 

contact with her to check in.  

Mauricio receives the DHS 7785 a week later. Lorene’s mother’s doctor completed the 

DHS 7785 stating that Lorene is needed in the home for the next 3 months to provide 

care for her mother. Mauricio calls Lorene to thank her for submitting the form and 

discuss what the doctor wrote. Mauricio let Lorene know she will be JOBS exempt for 

the next three months and offered to schedule a follow up meeting in about a month to 

continue to provide support. Mauricio codes Lorene with the D/N JOBS exemption and 

schedules a follow up home visit, per Lorene’s request, in 3 weeks.  


